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CAMPUS RULES AND REGULATIONS HANDBOOK
Preamble
The General Rules and Regulations handbook sets out the policy position of the
Institute of Hotel and Tourism Management (IHTM) and all its affiliates and
subsidiaries also generally known as “the Hotel Schools” - a division of the North
West Parks and Tourism Board (NWP&TB) to govern the conduct of staff and
students.
The guidelines in the handbook are applicable to both residents and nonresident, full
time and part students’ and they remain in force and binding at all times. The
handbook outlines the norms and standards by which registered students and staff
(in some instances) are expected to conduct themselves. It is expected of those for
whom these guidelines have been developed, to familiarize themselves with its
contents and to comply with the provisions at all times.
Awareness of the Rules and Regulations
It is the responsibility of all registered students, learners or trainees (herein hereafter
referred to as students) to ensure that they are familiar with dos and don’ts of the
institution. It is to be emphasized that ignorance of these Rules and Regulations will
not be condoned or serve as an excuse for their contravention. Every student on
signing the admission contract and being admitted to any of our institutions accepts
the Rules and Regulation that govern the institution.
All trainees will be subject to the same disciplinary code and that all grievances shall
be dealt with through the grievances procedures. Students may be subject and
accountable to legal authorities and to the institutions own internal processes
pertaining to acts that constitute violations of law. It is to be noted that failure to abide
by or comply with these regulations may lead to sanctions of the necessary
disciplinary measures being brought against the individual(s).
Review and Amendments
It is hereby acknowledged that not every conceivable eventuality has been covered
in this handbook. However it is to be borne in mind that any breach of common
sense is a beach that might lead to disciplinary measures being preferred against the
culprit. The handbook will be subject to periodic reviews to bring its content,
intentions and interpretations in line with good practices. Such amendments or
reviews shall be done in consultation with all interested and affected parties and the
final approved amendments will be communicated to all stakeholders.
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1. THE STUDENTS’ REPRESENTATIVE COUNCIL (SRC)
The Students Representative Council (the SRC) is the official forum or body that
represents students at our institutions. The body is constituted and functions in terms
of the Schools Governing Act. The SRC is an elected body by the students which
elective process takes place in July of every year. The date for the election of the
SRC may be altered in consultation and agreement with the students’ body.
The process of electing the SRC
The SRC shall be elected through a process of secret balloting. Students shall be
nominated to stand for offices within the SRC. A day shall be set aside for students to
vote for their preferred candidates. A simple majority will determine the overall winner
of the election. The Registrar for Academic and Students’ Affairs shall be both the
Electoral and Returning Officer. Elected officers shall take office when they have
been sworned in by the Rector of the institution.
Composition of the SRC
The Students’ Representative Council – the SRC shall consist of seven (7) office
bearers that comprise of:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

The President
Secretary
Treasurer
Sports Secretary
Academic Secretary
Residence Secretary
Entertainment Secretary

The President of the SRC shall be the Chief Executive Officer of the students’ body.
S/he shall be the convener and chair of all SRC activities and meetings and shall
also be the liaison person between the office of the Rector and the student’s body. .
The functions of the SRC
Generally speaking the SRC shall be the mouth piece of the student body at the
institution. It shall provide leadership to the student body and guide in all students
related activities. Some of the generic functions are:
•
•
•
•
•

Clearing house of students’ activities.
Entrainment,
Sports and recreation,
Liaison between management and students,
Contact point between the outside world and the student body,

The President of the SRC shall be responsible for reporting on all SRC and students’
related matters to the Rector and the management team. Being an SRC member
entails daunting responsibilities and as such students who are to be elected to those
positions must students without adverse disciplinary records. Students who fail to
exhibit exemplary character whilst elected as SRC members may be stripped of their
position and responsibilities by the Rector of the Hotel School in consultation with
management.
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The term of the SRC
The SRC elected office bearers of the SRC shall hold office for a period of 12 months
after which fresh elections shall be held to elect new officers. Every student is eligible
to vote and be voted for.
2. GENERAL ACADEMIC INFORMATION
Industry Norms and Standards
It is extremely important for students to know that the Hotel Schools are specialized
institutions that train students for a specific economic sector i.e. Tourism and
Hospitality. The norms and standards of this sector are specific to the industry and
therefore students need to recognize that there are special conditions and
expectations of them whilst registered at the institution. Some of the critical
conditions, norms and standards are as follows:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

High levels of professionalism,
Discipline,
Reputation building,
Respect and courteous behaviour towards clients at all times,
High moral and ethical standards,
Being appropriately dressed at all times,
Desisting from indulging in unacceptable life style such drinking and smoking in
the presence of guests.

The core businesses of the institution
The institutions core business is to educate and train in the tourism and hospitality
sectors. However given the interrelatedness of knowledge and the changing trends in
education and training, the institution may offer programmes in related fields such as
Nature Management, the Creative and Performing Arts, International Languages,
Cosmetology, etc. in addition to the pure teaching and learning programmes, the
institutions also offer a wide range of commercial services such as accommodation,
restaurant, bar services, conferencing et.
Admissions requirements (Hospitality Management)
The admission requirements depend on the programme that applicant is interested
in. However generally, a matriculation certificate, Grade 12 or its equivalent is the
general basic requirement. In some programmes such as those of certificate or
higher certificate a much lesser entry qualification may be acceptable. The institution
is also able to appraise and admit candidates on account or recognizing their prior
learning experiences (RPL). A prospective student who desires to be RPL needs to
submit and application tom that effect.
It is important for prospective students to check with the Registrar for Academic and
Students’ Affairs of the institutions to verify what the entry requirements for the
programme they intend to register for are.
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Registering to become a student
All prospective students need to complete application and admission forms with the
prescribed application fees. The following information needs to adhered to:
• It is expected that all applications should be accompanied by the relevant
supporting documents.
• All applications received within the stipulated period will be evaluated by a
selection panel. Applicants who meet the entry criteria will be selected in inform by
letter of their success.
• Upon acceptance of the admission, the candidate will be expected to pay a
prescribed registration fee.
• It is only upon the payment of the registration and the receipt of a letter of
confirmation of admission the prospective students formally gets admitted to our
institution.
The detailed costs of the programmes are provided on request from the office of the
Registrar.
Cost of studying at IHTM Group of institutions
The cost of studying at our institutions depends on a number of factors:
•
•
•
•

The kind of programme you want to study,
The duration of the programmes,
The level at which the programmes is offered,
Whether one intends to study full time or part time - whether one intends to stay in
the hotels or not.

Reporting for admission at any of the ITHM institutions
Applicants who receive a formal letter of admission from IHTM group of institutions
will be expected to report to the institution within 10 days of the official
commencement of the programmes. It is preferred that students shall report on the
first day of the commencement of academic activities. In the event that a student is
unable to report on the first day, it is expected that such student(s) shall inform the
Registrar of the institution in writing and request for their offer to be deferred or put
on hold or kept open.
On arrival at our campuses
Newly admitted students (Freshmen & Women) will report to the Resident
Manager/Academic Manager/Registrar on arrival for the necessary placements and
briefings.
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Forfeiture of offer of admission
Any newly admitted or registered student who fails to show up after 10 days of the
commencement of formal academic activities without any written explanation would
have been deemed to have declined the offer and as such the offer shall be
withdrawn. Such students will forfeit the registration fee that they might have paid.
Attendance to Lectures and Classes
It is an obligation on registered students to attend all lecturers and practical
schedules (refer to programme guidelines). Students who fail to attend lectures as
they are expected to and as prescribed within the programme guide will face the
appropriate sanctions.
For certain programmes the divide between theory and practical is 80/20% slip
respectively. Students are to note what is applicable to them and to respond
accordingly. Should who are unable to attend lectures or practical lessons due to ill
health will have to produce valid medical certificates or a doctor’s report to their
lecturers. The following methods of controlling attendance need to be noted by all
students:
• A register of attendance shall be marked during course of each period. Classes or
lectures commence at 8:00 and can continue until 16:30, depending on the
timetable.
• Should a student be absent at the time of marking of the register, he/she will be
regarded as having been absent for that period.
• The marked register will not be tempered with to accommodate latecomers.
Should there be major transport problems and any other conditions/circumstances
that influence attendance, such will be considered.
• Should a student have a medical reason for being absent such a student will be
obliged to produce a valid medical certificate.
• The lecturer would indicate an “m” for medical on the class registers. The medical
certificate will then he sent to the Administration Department for record keeping.
• Should a student leave the campus during business/training hours, he/she will he
expected to complete and sign a RELEASE form, obtainable from the
Administrative Office after consulting with the lecturer.
Practical and demonstration lessons
As stated earlier attendance to practical or demonstration lesion are compulsory for
all students. It should be borne in mind that:
• Students must comply with minimum attendance requirements of all lessons in
order to gain admission to the examination and/or evaluations/ assessment.
• Failure to do so may lead to a student being refused entry into the examination
hall.
• The minimum requirement for a student to qualify to write examinations shall be
60% per subject.
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Experiential training
Students will be expected to complete a certain number of hours of attachment to an
industry establish (in-service training) as prescribed by the various programmes. All
students will also be required to do some workplace experiential training as part of
training
in
at
the
institute
as
per
timetable/or
schedule
during
days/evenings/holidays/or weekends.
Tests and Assignments
All assignments/projects must be completed on the date and time specified by the
lecturer. Failure to hand in the work on the day will mean that the student will receive
no marks for the assignment. Assignments are very important aspect of the
programme as they contribute to the year marks/continuous assessment. For each
assignment or project a Control Form shall be completed and signed by the student
and the lecturer.
Examinations
Examinations are conducted at periodic internals during the programme to test the
level of competence of the students. It is mandatory for every student who qualifies
to write examinations to present themselves for such. It is to be noted that failure to
present one’s self for examination could lead to the student forfeiting all the marks in
that respect.
Please note that an additional fee will be charged per subject for a Supplementary
Examination. If a subject is repeated the full fee for the subject is payable at
registration.
Assessments and promotions
Students are assessed on a continuous basis. Every work done by students
contributes to the assessment of the competencies of the students. Semester
marks/year marks are calculated from tests, projects, assignments, presentations –
both orals and written. Examinations are written in June and November depending
on programme, level and subject.

Non- Attendance to lectures and classes
To fail or refuse to attend lectures or classes is a serious offence. Any student
who fails to attend the requisite number of contact sessions and to submit the
necessary tests and assignments will be guilty of an offence. The Academic
Manager shall subject such students to an investigation. - if found guilty such
students will be made to face the necessary disciplinary measures.
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Class discipline
It is brought to the attention of every student’s that acts of indiscipline in the lecture
rooms or in the practical areas shall not be tolerated. In order to enable the lecturer
or facilitator to do his or her work to the benefit all students there is a need for
minimum levels of disruptions. The following will constitute acts of indiscipline in the
lecture room or practical areas:
• Coming to the class late,
• Being improperly dressed,
• Holding private conversations while lectures are in process,
• Failing to observe safety rules and regulation,
• Wearing or outfits that are not prescribed for the venue etc.
Since lecturers are the instructional leaders in their classroom/kitchens they are the
ones responsible for the maintenance of discipline. In event of any acts of indiscipline
the lecturer in charge will take immediate steps to restore order.
Course Related Problems
Should parents wish to discuss specific problems regarding a student’s conduct or
academic progress with the lecturers, they are welcome to arrange a meeting by
appointment with the lecturer or respective Head of Department through the
Administration Department. Parent meetings will be held, and parents will be
informed of dates in writing.
3. ACTS OF GROSS MISCONDUCT
The following conduct shall constitute acts of gross misconduct for the offending
student may face immediate and decisive disciplinary action the outcome of such
disciplinary actions may result in the summary expulsion of the student from the
institution:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Acts of violence involving physical fights,
Inciting other students to be of violet conduct such as strike etc,
The possession and use or distribution of prohibited drugs including narcotics,
Smoking of cigarettes and drunken behavior,
Disrespect or disregard for legitimately constituted authority,
Sexual harassment or assault,
Intimidation and of any kind and vandalism,
Theft of institutional or personal property of other students,
Wanton destruction of institutional property,
Being found in prohibited areas of the institution,
Solicitations of any kind from guests,
Academic dishonesty (copying, cheating, plagiarism) etc,
Fraud and forgery
Possession and/or usage of dangerous weapons such as firearms, knives,
spears, pointed objects that can cause bodily harm etc.
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Prohibited conduct & behavior
The following acts constitute misconducts are subject for disciplinary action:
Intentional and or recklessly behavior,
Causing physical harm to any person on campus,
Physical fights emanating from whatever reasons or sources,
Intentionally furnishing false information to any of the officials of the institution
including the security personnel,
• Failure to comply with the directive of the Rector or authorized officials of the
institution,
• Engaging in disorderly or disruptive conducts which interferes with the official
activities of others such as studying, teaching, research practical, administration
etc.
• Using any forged or altered institutional materials or documents without
permission.
•
•
•
•

It is to be known that any students who make themselves guilty of any of these
offences open themselves up to immediate and firm disciplinary measures.

4. FEE PAYMENTS & SCHEDULE
All registered students of the institute are liable for the payment all the prescribed
fees charged by the institute. It is the responsibility of every student to ensure their
fee accounts payments are brought up to date in accordance with the policy of the
institution. In the event of a student owning fees to the institute, every possible
attempt will be made to recover such fees – which measures would include exclusion
from hotel school, expulsion from residence, exclusion from lectures, exclusion from
practical training and examinations, field trips, graduations etc.
Modes of payment
Student may pay their fees through direct deposits into the institutions account, direct
cash payments to the Finance office of the institute, through the use of credit or debit
cards. Payments with cheques are acceptable provided prior arrangements have
been made with the Rector of the institute.

It is customary for students to be allowed to pay the minimum registration fees as
outlined in the Prospectus. The remainder of the fees shall be split into three equal
installments which will coincide with the other three quarters of the academic year i.e.
end of March, end of June, end of September. Before students are allowed to reregister for the ensuing quarter they must have paid in the minimum fees due by them.
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Credit Facilities
Students requesting credit facilities must submit such requests on or before
registration together with parents or guardians details. Such information will be
required by the Finance Manager to enable the student complete and sign the
acknowledgement of debt.
• Student applying for credit facilities will be required to make a down payment of 50
% of the total fees and the remaining 50% payable within next six months for the
first and third year students.
• For the 2nd year students, the remaining 50% is payable within five months to
ensure that the last installment is paid before the commencement of
examinations.
• The acknowledgement of debt form must be approved by the Rector his/her duly
authorized nominee before the registration of the student can be regarded as
complete.
• All matters relating to default of payments or premature termination of registration
are addressed in the acknowledgement of debt form to the Registrar for Academic
and Students Affairs.
• Payments in respect of the installment plan as agreed in the acknowledgement of
debt form can be made directly into the institution’s bank account.
• It is important that after the deposit is made that the deposit slip should be posted
to the institution for the attention of the Finance Manager.
It is to be noted that the non-payment of the prescribed fees could result in any
number of measures being taken by institution which could include withholding of
examination results or academic records.
Bursary Schemes and Financial Assistance
There is limited financial assistance that can be accessed by needy students. These
awards are provided based purely on merit and the institute is under no obligation to
provide such assistance to any student. Available financial awards will be publicized
on the campus website or in the national newspapers for the benefit of all
prospective students.
Students who meet the minimum requirements will be invited to apply for the award.
There are strict selection criteria that will be applied but everybody gets to have a fair
chance.
For information on available bursaries please contact the Finance Manager or the
Registrar for Academic and Students’ Affairs.
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5. UNIFORMS AND CAMPUS DRESS CODE
In line with industry norms and standards of our institutions are expected to wear the
appropriate and prescribed outfits all the time. Image, safety and decent appearance
is of paramount importance in the hospitality industry and therefore every student is
expected to comply with the dress codes. As part of the industry norm and standard
students have a responsibility to be professionals, courteous, respectful and friendly.
The hygiene, Occupational Health and Safety (OHS) regulations dictate that dress
regulations are an integral and essential part of the institution’s norms and standards.
These OHS school Regulations and apply to:
• Clothing,
• Hair style,
• Wearing of jewelry
• Personal hygiene standards etc.
These standards are set by the institution based amongst others based on the
requirements of the public health care authorities. Students are expected to strictly
adhere to these hygiene and dress requirements at all times. While on duty uniforms
and nametags are to be worn. During practical training, recommended safety shoes
are to be worn.
Uniforms have to be worn at all times when entering the main building, e.g.
during lectures or classes, during meals in Disaneng, at the Reception at the offices
of lecturers, during official meetings with the Rector and Management, in the Library
etc. students are to note that no alternations to official uniforms supplied to them is
allowed.
Clothing:
Students must be properly groomed and wear prescribed dress code at all times.
Clothes must be kept clean and tidy. The black and white formal ware is the official
outfit for students at the institution. Other forms of prescribed outfits are being
considered in the addition to the traditional ware. The proposed new sets of clothing
for students are:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Sweaters,
Warm jackets,
Coats,
Jerseys,
Golf shirts
Track suits etc.

These prescribed outfits are to be worn on appropriate days and occasions.
Prescribed Footwear
Shoes in classes must be low closed heels; black with a good grip (court shoe) Heels
not exceeding five centimeters - no stiletto heels, sandals or soft, open shoes are not
permitted regardless of style.
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The following dress code is not permitted in ALL class:
• Wearing of “Tekkies”, sandals and high-heeled shoes,
• Wearing of flack suit pants Tracksuit tops, T-shirts and Jerseys unless those
branded and prescribed by the institution,
• Wearing of collared tops and jackets,
• Wearing of sunglasses during lectures or practical lessons,
• Wearing of Baseball caps, beanies and any other type of cap/hats,
• Wearing of rings, facial jewelry or any other type of cosmetic jewelry,
• Wearing of Jeans regardless of the colour of style.
Students who violate the dress code of the institution may be made to face
disciplinary measures. Lecturers and supervisory staff are to ensure that students
who are not properly turned out are not allowed to the designated areas.
Hair styles and make up:
As part of the hall mark of the industry standard of being formal and presentable, the
hair make of student need to be simple and neat and should not interfere in any way
with the activities of the student. No bongo dread locks are allowed in the institution.
• Male students: For male students the hair must he clean and preferably short.
Students must he clean shaven at all times. No drastic hair color changes/styles
are allowed.
• Female Students: For the female students the hair must be clean and style must
not in interfere with activities of the students. Long hair should be neatly tied to
back. No drastic hair color changes/style is allowed.
The use of jewelry
• Male students: No student is allowed to wear any earrings and rings may not be
worn while attending classes, or practical or demonstration lessons. The use of
facial jewelry is allowed - this includes eyebrow, nose, tongue and other rings or
studs Only a watch may be worn during practical classes
• Female Students: Only one pair of small slippers or studs is allowed Earrings
must be modest, small and unobtrusive. No facial jewelry is allowed - this includes
eyebrow ringed tongues and other rings or studs. Only a watch and wedding band
may be worn during theory classes the committee will consider each case.
Use of Cosmetics & Make Ups
• Female trainees may use unobtrusive lice arid eye make ups - nail varnishes is
allowed during practical sessions.
It is important for students to note the following:
•
•
•
•

All uniforms are to be washed and neatly ironed before coming to the classes,
Shirts are to be tucked in at all times,
No underwear must be visible,
Chef hats to are to be worn at ALL practical lessons and in the demo and
industrial kitchens.
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Practical Classes
The following uniforms are prescribed for the practical lessons and every student will
be supplied with:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Chefs Jacket (2)
Chefs Trousers (2)
Aprons (2)
Chefs hats (2)
Neckties (2)
Black Safety Shoes.

Food & Beverage Services students (Ladies)
The following uniforms are prescribed for the practical lessons and every student will
be supplied with:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Blazer/waistcoats,
White collared shirts,
Black pencil skirt (below or on the knee),
Cravat,
Stockings (natural - not supplied),
Black cowl shoes (sample available).

Food & Beverage Services students (Gentlemen)
The following uniforms are prescribed for the practical lessons and every student will
be supplied with:
•
•
•
•
•

Blazer/waistcoats,
Tie/Bow-ties’
White collared shirt,
Long Trousers,
Black Closed shoes (sample not supplied).

For theory classes and lessons
Uniform as for Food & Beverage Service Ladies will be allowed to wear trousers in
theory classes, with black belt (sample available not supplied).
Please note: Students who are not appropriately dresses will not be allowed in
any of the operational areas.
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6. OTHER GENERAL RULES
Smoking
Smoking is expressed prohibited in on our campuses. Any student found smoking
whatever substances will be deemed to have committed and offence for which
disciplinary measures will be preferred against them. Upon conviction, such students
may be suspended for a period of 3 months in the first instance, 6 months in the
second instance and could face summary dismissal in the third instance.
Theft
Theft is considered a major offence at the institute for which a student, if found guilty
of may be expelled. Students are advised to ensure the safe keeping of their
properties at all times. In the event of something going missing it is advised the
affected student should report this to either the Campus Administration Manager of
on campus security.
Every attempt will be made to investigate all case of theft thorough. In the event of
any student or person being found to be responsible for the theft of the property of
others, such persons will be subjected to the necessary disciplinary action. In the
event such person(s) being a student of the institution and guilty of the offence, such
a student shall be summarily be dismissed.
It is therefore stressed for the caution of students that they should desist from taking
other students properties without permission, since acts will be interpreted as theft.
Items prohibited on campus
Certain items are discouraged from being brought on campus by students on
account of the dangers that they could pose to others. For that reason under no
circumstances may a student or trainees be found with such items. The following the
following are examples of such in the residence or on campus:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Firearms and ammunitions,
Knives, daggers and swords,
Poisonous materials,
Pets (dogs, cats, puppies, birds etc),
All forms of alcoholic beverages,
Habit forming drugs,
Pornographic or obscene materials,
Loud HI-FI equipment,
Noise must be kept to a minimum at all times, particularly after 22h00.

Students are also warned to desist from organizing private parties at the hostels or
residences. It is advised that all trainees must at all times conduct themselves with
consideration and courtesy towards others.
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Possession of firearms and other dangerous weapons
Students are to be aware that it is a criminal offence for anyone to be in possession
of firearms and ammunition with a license. The possession of firearms (whether
licensed or not) by a student on campus will lead to immediate explosion of such a
student. The following should be noted by all students and will be applicable to non
students:
• All dangerous weapons including firearms must be declared and handed to the
head of department in charge of security for safekeeping - proof of ownership will
be required.
• A register will be kept to record all weapons / firearms handed in and taken out.
• The places where weapons/firearm will be kept will be under maximum security at
all times.
• Weapons/firearms are not allowed in the student’s residence under any
circumstances,
• Public displaying of weapons/firearms within the schools premises is strictly
prohibited.
Sexual Harassment
It is important that in mix gender institution such us ours that the ground rules
pertaining to social interactions amongst students and trainees is defined and
regulated. In such institutions such as ours it goes without saying that students and
trainees would find grounds to establish all forms social relations and interactions
that are natural and unavoidable.
However it is also recognized such environments provide opportunities for other
forms of social interactions that can best be described as undesirable. It is this later
tendency that these provisions seek to regulate so as to ensure that the campus
environment is safe, comfortable and protective of the vulnerable individuals or
groups in the institution.
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Definition of Social Relations and Sexual Harassment
Social relation is defined as the normal and natural processes of engagement that
develop amongst peers in organizations or institutions.
Sexual harassment on the other hand is defined as:
“The requests for sexual favours, or unwelcome or repeated or flagrant
sexual advances, or demeaning verbal or other expressive behavior of a
sexual nature when submission is made either explicitly or implicitly”
This situation is applicable to student’s relations as it is with staff to staff relations or
staff student’s relations.
In the case of our institutions this terms may be used to describe a power relationship
or condition of an individual’s status as a student; or submission or rejection by an
individual is used as a basis for academic decisions affecting him or her, or for
awarding or withholding favorable academic opportunities, evaluations or assistance;
or its purpose or effect is interference with the individual’s performance in study by
creating an intimidating, hostile or offensive environment in which to learn.
In the light if the above, it is hereby noted as follows:
• Anyone who feels that he or she is the victim of sexual harassment has the right
to seek redress without prejudice. The procedure for dealing with complaints has
two stages. The first stage is informal and the second formal.
• A person who has a complaint may try to resolve the problem using the informal
procedure. This involves discussion and/or mediation.
• Any person (student or member of staff) who has been sexually harassed may
wish to resolve the problem through discussion: for example, he/she may believe
that the harasser is unaware that his/her behavior is offensive and unacceptable.
• There will be cases when discussion between the parties will present particular
stress and difficulties In such cases a person may seek the counsel, mediation
and intervention of an appointed counselor and/or mediator through the Resident
Manager’s Office.
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7. RESIDENCE RULES AND REGULATIONS
Nature of the facilities
The nature of the accommodation facilities of the institute varies from one institution
to the other. However generally the facilities on offer are of very high quality and
almost invariably, students are expected to share the accommodation facilities. Beds,
tables, wardrobes and common ablution facilities are provided in all the facilities at
our various campuses.
Conditions for admission into residence
Students who register for programmes on any of our campuses may be admitted to
the residences if:
•
•
•
•
•

They so apply for and if accommodation is available,
The Rector, the Resident or Academic Manager approves their application,
The student pays the prescribed fees,
They agree to have meals at the students restaurants,
They agree to abide by the conditions rules and regulation pertaining to the
residences.

Dos and don’ts of being in residence
Upon admission to the residences student will be expected to comply with all the
rules and regulations. Residential accommodation will only be made available to full
time trainees or students.
• Upon registration, resident students or trainees need to have paid in the minimum
registration fee of R6000,
• Students who reside in residences are obliged to have their meals at the
Disaneng restaurant,
• Students will be admitted to residence when they provide proof of admission and
payment of the prescribed fees,
• Students who reside in residence may not be found drunk or in possession of
alcoholic beverages,
• At regular intervals resident students need to pay in the recommended fees that
covers accommodation and meals,
• Admission to a specific residence and/or room is for a semester only and there is
no guarantee that a student or trainee may be allocated the same hotel facility the
following semester.
• No resident student or trainee is allowed to bring cooking bring utensils on
campus or permitted to cook at the residences.
• No student may swap of exchange rooms or residences allocated to them without
the written permission of the Campus Manager or Residence Manager or the
Academic Coordinator,
• Resident trainees or students are responsible for the safe keeping and proper
usage of all facilities provided in the residences,
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• In the event that loss or damage to caused to any of the part of the residence or
facilities, (whether fixed movable), the cost of replacing or repairing such damage
will be charged to the account of the resident(s),
• The Hotel Schools Division or the institution does accept any responsibility for any
loss of or damage to personal property including money, suffered by any trainee in
a residence or during vacations.
• Trainees leaving personal property on the school’s premises or in the residence
during vacations do so at their own risk and the division does riot accept
responsibility for the loss of or damage to such property,
• Furniture, equipment or any other proper belonging to the division may not be
moved or removed from any part of the residences or other areas without the
express permission of the Campus Manager or Residence Manager.
It is to be noted student who fail to comply with any of the above provisions and
regulations could be guilty of an offence and could lead to severe sanction being
brought against such student. Such sanction could include expulsion from the
residence.
Cleanliness of students’ residences
Agreeing to keep the residences clean and livable at all times is a condition for being
admitted to the facility. All students who reside in the residence will be responsible for
ensuring that the facilities are kept clean at all times.
• It is the responsibility of trainees or resident students to make sure that their
rooms and immediate environs are kept clean at all times,
• The institution will provide the necessary cleaning equipment and materials for
students and trainees to keep the residences clean,
• Residents will ensure that they make their own beds and keep their residence
clean and tidy at all times. Any trainee who does not keep his/her room in good
order will be liable to disciplinary action.
• Authorized persons or staff members of the institutions will be allowed access of
the institution such as the Rector or his representatives Divisional managers
reserve the right to have access in the presence of the occupant to any room at
any time.
• Students have temporary permission to park their vehicles at the trainee car park
at their own risk, the division will riot be held liable for any theft and/or damage on
the vehicle.
• Trainees are advised to Pock their rooms during their absence (Post keys will be
replaced at the trainees expense).
• Students must co-operate with the residence manager in maintaining and tidying
throughout the residence premises, in particular corridors, toilets, washrooms,
laundry, etc.
• It is prohibited for students to cook in the residences. Any student found guilty of
this will be immediately expelled from the residence.
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• Students are not allowed to tamper with electrical fittings, and use of multiple
plugs adapters is not allowed. Replacements for failed light bulbs should be
reported to the residence manager. Trainees must not remove bulbs from the
lounges, bathrooms, or other parts of the building.
• Labels, pictures, posters, papers, etc may be affixed to the walls of the rooms
provided that adhesive used does not leave any marks or removes paints on the
walls. Walls damaged by use of adhesive will be made good at the occupants’
expenses. Nothing may be affixed to lounge walls, doors or windows.
• During vacations trainees cannot lodge at the student’s residence, unless special
permission has been obtained from the residence manager. During long vacation,
all trainees with the exception of international trainees and those on practical
duties must return the keys to the residence manager and linen to the
Housekeeping before they proceed on leave.
• All trainees have the responsibility to keep the campus and premises clean and
tidy. No litter (including cigarettes butts) is to be thrown out of’ windows, on floors,
grounds etc. Receptacles for this purpose are in plentiful supply in all areas.
Students’ Restaurant
Meals for resident will be served at locations specifically designated for such and all
students will be expected to make use of those facilities. It is expected students have
their meals during stipulated times. The following conditions will apply at all times in
respect having meals at the students’ restaurants or designated areas:
• All students will be required to have meals in the appropriate or officially
prescribed outfits. Students are not allowed into student restaurant with bare feet,
hats, short pants or slippers.
• Trainees will be required to produce the necessary proof of their entitlement to
have meals to the designated office or person at all times.
• It is good practice for students or trainees to queue in an orderly manner to be
served their meals.
• In order to instill proper and acceptable table manners consistent with industry
standards, trainees will be expected to select and use appropriate cutlery for their
meals (i.e. fork, knife, and spoon).
• The best possible table manners are expected of trainees at all times.
• It is expected that students will dispose of the items of crockery used during meals
and an appropriate and decent manner,
• Should a trainee drop any item or spill food accidentally, he or she is expected to
tidy up the mess.
• No visitors are allowed in students’ restaurant/dining hall unless written
permission is obtained from the head of Service department.
• Students are not allowed to carry food or service equipment from the restaurants
or designated areas to their residences unless written permission has been
obtained from the Restaurant or Kitchen Manager.
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The use of on campus recreational facilities
The on campus recreational facilities are designed for the use of students. Students
are to note that certain recreational facilities are reserved for the exclusive use of
guests and as such may not be used by students.
• Recreation halls are mean to create an opportunity in the residence on campus
where students can occasionally mix socially.
• The head of residence (Administration Manager) is responsible for managing the
recreational hall and any activities conducted in it, should be through the approve
of hi/him
• Times and occasions taking place in the recreational, hall must be controlled by
the head of residence (Administration Manager).
• Students should ensure that the area in around the recreational hall is kept tidy.
Failure to do so, the head of residence (Administration Manager0 has the right to
close it until an assurance is made by students to keep it tidy.
• The head of residence (Administration Manager) is responsible in maintaining
order and discipline in the recreation hall.
• In case of unruly behavior, the head of residence reserves the right to terminate
any activities taking place in the recreation hall.
• No alcoholic beverages are allowed or can be sold in the recreation hall. Smoking
and eating are not permitted accept eating in case of function held in the
recreation hall.
• A recreation hall that is not managed accordingly may be closed until it has been
ascertained that the rules have been complied with.
• Treats or any form of harassment made to another students resulting from
reporting of noise by another student in residences and/or drugs, smoking
marijuana and of any habit-forming drug that causes inconvenience in residences
will be treated as offence.
• Students are not allowed to stay with non-registered persons with the institute,
relatives or friends, not legally admitted into residence, neither are they allowed
staying with any other person except a student legally admitted into residences. If
found involved in any of the mentioned activities, appropriate disciplinary action
will be taken.
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8. OTHER GENERAL CAMPUS RULES AND REGULATIONS
The following areas within the campus are out of bounds to students and trainees
unless permission is granted by the relevant manager or supervisor in charge, the
student is on duty or on training:
Hotel and Administration Areas
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Practical training areas when not on duty,
The Front Offices,
Karibu Restaurant,
Guestrooms,
Kitchen,
Bar and Boardrooms
Conference Center etc

Students are forbidden to make use of any guest facilities, except in cases where
special permission is given.
Visits to staff and students residences
As a general rule, students are prohibited from visiting the staff residences unless
they have permission from the Residence Manager or the Registrar for Academic
and Students’ Affairs. Similarly staff is prohibited from inviting students (whether male
or female) to their residences unless permission has been sought from and been
granted by the Rector. Staff may also not visit the students’ residences unless they
have official duties to perform i.e. maintenance staff or that they have permission
from the Residence Manager or the Rector. It is further recommended that students
observe the following:
• The female residences are out of bounds for male trainees during “Quite Times”
and beyond 19h00.
• Similarly the male residents are out of bounds to female residents during “Quite
Times” and beyond 9h00.
• “Quite Times” is defined as the periods of the day between lunch and 16h30 and
after 19h00 – these are considered the times when students are expected to be
relaxed and or preparing for tasks and lectures.
• Staff is not allowed to visit students’ residence unless with the permission of the
Resident Manager or the Rector.
• It is an offence for staff to share alcoholic beverages with students. Staff and
students found to be in violation of this provision will be subjected to immediate
disciplinary measures.
• It is to be noted that students and staff who violate these provisions do so at their
peril and that the institution will not be held liable for any undesirable
consequences that emanate from such violations.
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Unauthorized meetings, strikes and disorderly conduct
Whilst the rights of association is recognized by the institution, in order to bring about
proper control of student activities it is recommended as follows:
• Students are prohibited from going on strike since such conduct has the potential
to disrupt other institutional activities.
• Students who involve themselves in any disorderly behaviour such agitating
others to go on strike will be summarily dismissed.
• Student may hold general or other forms of meetings after seeking permission
from the Rector or the Academic Manager to do so.
• Student meetings can only be under the auspices of the SRC and the purpose of
the meeting should be made known to the Rector well ahead of the meeting.
• Any students meeting to be addressed by an outsider must be cleared with the
office of the Rector.
• No student or trainee shall make any public, statement on matters affecting the
institution without specific written authority from the Rector.
• Any incident or any major problem requiring immediate attention shall be reported
to the Head of Operations or in his absence, Duty Officer or the Security Officer
on duty.
• Students/trainees are required to enter and leave the campus through the main
campuses gate only.
Security searches and related matters
• Security staff conducts spot checks in the form of searches, at irregular intervals.
All trainees are expected to cooperate with the security staff in this matter.
• Trainees’ grievances should be brought to the attention of the SRC who liaise with
the relevant authorities in the institution to resolve them.
• Students concerns must first be registered with the Residence Manager through
the SRC and if settlement cannot be reached, the matter should be brought to the
attention of the Rector.
• A trainee will not be placed for experiential training, issued with any results, grade
transcripts, testimonials and or certificates / diploma if he/she is indebted to the
school.
• Courtesy, good manners, punctuality and obeying instructions from supervisors
are other forms of behavior to be observed by trainees at all times
• Part-time work outside the school will not be allowed, unless written permission
has been obtained from the Campus Manager, except during school vacations.
This should be done with consulting the Placement Officer on campus.
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Rules on visitations of non students
In the interest and safety of students and other guests visit by outsiders and non
registered persons of the institution is regulated as follows:
• To the extent that is it possible students are not allowed to receive and host
visitors during the night.
• Day visitors are allowed over the weekends but as much as possible to be limited
during the week days – Monday to Friday.
• Parents and guardians are allowed to visit their awards at all times but in the
event when such visits fall outside of the normal visiting hours, the Residence
Manager should be informed.
• Students who take advantage of the special provision for parents and guardians to
visit at all times to bring in visitors who are neither parents nor guardians will be
guilty of an offence for which severe penalties may be applied.
• On Saturdays, Sundays and Public Holidays, students are allowed visitors
allowed into their residences between 09h00 and 18h00, provided that the trainee
registers the visitor at the Control and Security office.
• Other areas of the campus may be visited with the written permission of the
Resident Manager or the Supervisor on Duty.
• It is advisable that students wanting to leave the residences should inform the
SRC or their colleagues in the residences of their whereabouts. It is even more
desirable for them to inform the Residence Manager as a precautionary measure.
• Students wishing to spend the day out of the residences during weekdays need to
obtain Night-Out Permits from the Residence Manager who will issue same solely
at his/her discretion.
• It is to be noted that rules regarding students coming into residence and going out
are difficult to enforce unless students corporate in the interest of their own safety
and wellbeing.
• The institution will do its best to protect students at all times but it is to be
appreciated that this is only possible when students comply with the rules and
regulations.
Damage to Institutional Property
Students need to know that the management of the institution will strive to ensure
that the best conducive environment is created for students at all time. However the
following will apply in respect of the use of institutional property:
• A student or group of students shall be held responsible, and pay for any damage
to property resulting from misuse, willful destruction, or loss of such property,
• Institutional property includes all buildings, fixtures, fixtures, school materials,
teaching aids, uniforms, linen, etc.
• Any item that is not the personal property of the students are held responsible for
the property of the schools. The cost of any loss or damage they may cause to
fixed or movable property will be deducted from the Indemnity deposit.
• The cost of repair or replacement will be changed to the trainee or trainees known
to be concerned, but if the damage or loss has been caused by a person or
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persons who are not known the cost of repair or replacement maybe distributed
equally among all residents
• The division disclaims all responsibility for loss of or damage to trainees property.
• Students must not directly or indirectly interfere with, damage or remove other
than for fire-fighting purpose any fire-fighting appliance
• Students may not remove or reallocated items or furniture, or equipment from one
location to another without permission from the management.
Trainees will sign for all Institute equipment and material issued to them. On leaving
the institute. Trainees will return these items in perfect conditions or pay for loss or
damage to such equipment and materials.
9. RACISM & DISCRIMINATORY PRACTICES
Policy on Racism, racial discrimination and racial harass prevent individuals against
whom they are directed from reaching their full potential, and are unacceptable to the
division.
The institute commits to will work towards the elimination of racism and racial
prejudice in its corporate conduct and in the conduct of all its staff and students, and
it will not tolerate racial slurs or harassment will proscribe racial discrimination, and
will act against any manifestation or incidence thereof through staff or student
disciplinary channels
Definitions:
Race
• Race is primarily a social construct in which individuals are classified into groups
(‘races’) on the grounds of perceived heritable physical differences
Racism
• This is intolerance of and hostility to other people on account of their “race”
Racial prejudice
• This is the belief that a particular “race” (or group of “races”) is inferior to another
“race” (or group of “races”) in respect of one, or usually many, qualities or
attributes.
Racial discrimination
• This occurs when anyone is put at a disadvantage on the grounds of his/her “race”
in respect of one or more (usually a whole set of) opportunities and rights in
society.
Racial slurs
• Racial slurs occur when a vocabulary is used which is recognized to be
demeaning or insulting to individuals on account of their “race”.
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Racial harassment
• This is social behavior that is intended to coerce, manipulate, intimidate, or take
advantage of persons belonging to a particular “race”, typically but not always in
situations where unequal power and authority relations prevail between those who
harass and those who are harassed.
Remedies
Anyone who feels that he or she is the victim of racial harassment or racial slurs or
racial discrimination has the right to seek redress without prejudice. The procedure
for dealing with complaints has two stages. This first stage is informal and the second
formal.
Informal Procedure
• A complainant may try to resolve the problem using the informal procedure. This
involves discussion and/or mediation.
• A complainant (student or member of staff) may wish to resolve the problem
through discussion: for example, he/she may believe that the harasser is unaware
that the behavior is offensive and unacceptable.
• There will be cases when discussion between the parties will present particular
stress and difficulties In these cases the complainant may seek the counsel,
mediation and intervention of an appointed mediator through Campus Manager
Office
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10. MEDICAL EMERGENCIES & HEALTH RELATED MATTERS
• No pregnant trainee will he admitted due to the labour intensive nature of the
practical trainee involving the usage of knives and the possibility of slippery floors
as a result of spilled water or oil. In case of pregnancy during the course of
studies, the affected trainee will be required to suspend her training and enroll the
following semester pending delivery
• Where a Medical Doctor declares a trainee, subsequent to admission into the
school unfit for the profession on medical grounds his/her training will be
terminated immediately and fees refunded pro rata.
• The possession or use of illicit brews and narcotics is illegal and is punishable by
instant suspension from the school.
• Trainees found under the influence of alcohol to such an extent that their behavior
is influenced, will be disciplined Habitual drunkenness will lead to suspension
• Smoking is not allowed when on duty or in class Absolutely no smoking is allowed
n areas such as kitchens, workshops, the laundry classrooms, library stores, etc.
• Health center provides services such as health education. Other services
rendered are follows:
This service is to be arranged by the office of the Registrar for Academic and
Students Affairs
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Assessment and management of minor ailments,
Reproductive health services,
Family planning,
Referral to other health facilities,
Emergency services,
Information,
PAP smear.
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11. LIBRARY SERVICES AND THE USE OF THE LIBRARY
All the campuses of the institute offer on site library services to students. Where
possible, arrangements have or will be entered into with either the municipal library
services or other institutions of learning.
Library Collections Policy
The guidelines in this document on the use of the Library cover the library as a whole
and complement the library information policy. It provides the framework within which
detailed documents will state the policies, which relate to particular collections,
subjects. Sites and processes within the library system
• The primary purpose of the collections of the Thuto Lore library is to serve the
members of the school and, as far as resources permit, to meet their needs for
teaching, study and research.
• Because the library holds some of the major scholarly collection in the country,
accumulated over years by gift, bequest, and deposit as well as by purchase, their
secondary role is to support the wider academic community.
Library Collections
• Printed material, including books, pamphlets,
newspapers, maps, prints and engravings;
• manuscripts and archives;

journals

(or

periodicals),

• thesis;
• photocopies acquired under license or with the permission of copyright owners;
• sound and video recordings and multimedia presentations, including copies made
under license:
• electronic data held remotely;
Registering as a user
When registering as a member of the Thuto Lore Library you undertake to observe
the following regulations concerning the use of the library very strictly.
At the registration a students receive a student card (with Photo). This card also
serves as your library card. Students are not allowed to take out any library materials
out of the library. Staff has a borrowing period of a semester. During the semester
books may be borrowed for a period of three days, subject to the following
conditions:
• The loan Period may be extended provided there is o demand for the book.
• A fine will be levied on all material, which is not returned within the stipulated
period. Fines must be paid immediately until then borrowing rights will be
suspended.
• We of the expiry date, the book has not been returned, the member
• If after three weeks of the expiry date, the book has not being returned, the
member will forfeit a membership of the library. In Such a case the library
reserves the right to claim the purchase Price of the books from the borrower. This
amount is non-refundable.
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• Books on loan are under no circumstances transferable. Every library user is
responsible for the return of library material she/he borrowed.
• Books may not be reserved
• Reference work (marked R) may be consulted in the library only.
Library Hours
• The library opens daily from 08.00 am. — 21.00 pm for the entire day
• The library opens during lunch times
• Saturdays: 09.00 am — 12.00
• Sundays and Public holidays - Closed
Rules of Library Usage
• Students gain access to the Libraries with their Students’ registration or
identification cards. It is to be noted that students ID or registration cards are not
transferable. Contravention of this regulation may cause a student to forfeit his/her
library membership.
• It is obligatory for all library users to observe the rule of silence at all times.
• The loss of a registration card must be reported to the circulation department
immediately. Should the card be subsequently found it is advised that it be
returned to the Circulation Department.
• Compensation determined by the Librarian for damaged but reparable material
will be claimed from the borrower concerned. Irreparable material must be
replaced or compensated for, as in the case of lost books.
• After the loss of a book has been reported, not more than one month will be
allowed to recover the book. If it cannot be found, it must be replaced with a
bibliographical identity copy of the same book. If at all possible it must be
compensated for by payment of an amount equal to the original cost price. This
money is under no circumstances refundable.
• Lost library books and other library material that are recovered must be handed to
the librarian. It remains the property of the library although it may have already
been replaced or compensated for.
• Students may not put books back onto the shelves. Books left in the reading room
should be left on tables.
• No books or other material may be removed from the library without the necessary
permission of the Librarian on duty.
• Contravention of this regulation will be regarded as theft and the rules and
prohibitions around theft of items will apply.
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Prohibitions in the Library
The following are expressedly prohibited in the libraries:
• No refreshments may be brought into the library
• No animals are allowed in the library
• No damage to library materials, furniture or equipment
• No change set-up screens or programmes
• No use or answer the library telephone
• Consumption of food is also prohibited.
• No bags, umbrellas, parcel, etc except files and books may be brought in the
library.
• Reservation of seats and computers is not permitted
• The library, will not accept responsibility for loss of personal belongings
• Personal lap-top computers reliant upon mains electrical power may not be
used in the library.
• No cell phones: please switch off your cell phone when entering the library. It
causes a disturbance to other patrons.
• Playing of Cards on computers is strictly prohibited
Book Loan Policy
• Patrons must be present— in person
• Staff are allowed to borrow materials for three days only
Videos & DVD’S
Cannot be loaned but can be viewed in the library by users
Modern Selection for Teaching & Research
Materials for the Library’s collection, which supports the school’s teaching, learning,
researches is recommended either by Academic staff themselves or the library staff
Materials are shelved as either as open-shelf general collections in the main library
or as reference. Items of exceptional rarity, value or vulnerability may be kept in
Special Collection to ensure their security or integrity.
• Materials can also be selected by students depending on the subjects offered by
the institution.
• Library staff selects materials, especially for the general collections, which are not
necessarily required for current teaching and research but which users of a wellfound library, which supports a wide range of subjects, can expect to find on the
shelves.
• Materials is also selected by library stall based on their knowledge of the
collections and their experience of the second-hand and antiquarian book trade,
etc, Library staff consider recommendations form users for purchase from
catalogues, especially academic and research students
• All materials are acquired within the framework of the Collection policy
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Purchase of materials
• Purchase from either the block grant allocated to the library by the institution and
sub allocated for different purposes by the librarian in consultation with the
Academic Coordinator and Academic Stall, or earmarked hinds provided from
other sources for purchases of particular kinds — these remain the property of the
library.
• The library takes full advantage of the benefits of consortia agreements for the
purchase of hard copy and electronic publications, and seeks to negotiate
discounts from other suppliers wherever possible, whether through consortia of
individually.
Donations
• The library is normally pleased to accept donations/gifts, or bequests of actual
books, other documents, or occasional regalia from individuals or organizations.
Donations and bequests become the property of the library, but the donors or
testators sometimes suggest that initially the gift is destined for a particular
purpose or collection.
Documents Collection
• Every item in the library’s collections must be recorded online in a catalogue or
list, either as an individual record or as one of a collection covered by a collectionlevel record.
New Acquisitions
• All items for which an order to purchase has been sent, and all items newly
acquired by the library by other means, are entered on the online catalogue at the
earliest stage possible. Records are amended as the status of the item in the
library changes. Items known to be needed urgently, and items purchased for
teaching collections are made ready for use as a high priority.
• Donations and bequests, which are accepted for addition to the general and
teaching collections, are dealt with on the same basis as purchases.
Stocktaking
• Systematic and regular stocktaking is undertaken on all stock Library staff
involved in shelving and shelf-tidying are trained to identify volumes shelved in
wrong places and to return them to their correct places.
Replacement
• Items reported to library service point as missing are listed and searched for by
library staff as time permits those not found after several weeks are designated as
such in the online catalogue Items known to be destroyed or otherwise lost are
withdrawn from the catalogue and considered for possible replacement.
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Retention and weeding (de-selection)
Weeding is a periodic or continual evaluation of resources intended to remove items
that are no longer useful from the collection
Weeding is an essential, though difficult, element of collection development that
ensures the library’s materials are useful and accessible.
Every library’s print collection is limited by the space available to house it, and
collections should change over time to reflect changes in the community and in the
library’s goals. Traditionally research and teaching collections, including reference
collections, have been retained indefinitely and have not been routinely weeded.
Additional Weeding Criteria include:
• Condition: if a book is a poor condition, it may be considered for removal
depending on the library’s wiliness to mend it. Problems to watch for include a
broken spine, fragile or brittle paper or bindings, bent corners, torn or missing
pages, defaced pages or covers, insect or mildew infestations and books that are
just plain worn- out.
• Age: evaluating an item’s usefulness based on its age is a tricky issue, especially
for books.
• Frequency of use: when was the last time the item used? How often is it used in
the library?
• Multiple copies: Sometimes the library has more copies than necessary of the
same title.
• Currency/Accuracy: the key issue is relevance
Recalls
All materials on loan are subject to recall. Materials will he recalled by Library staff
from time to time meeting high demand.
Fine and Penalties
Patrons who fail to return items on or before the due date incur late fees and
penalties. These fees and penalties are designed to assist students by maximizing
access to, and availability of library materials.
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Photocopying Policy
This policy does not pertain to networked printing/copying:
• Permission to photocopy is handled on an item-by-item basis. For purpose of
preservation, fragile and particularly rare items will not be photocopied. To protect
bound volumes, photocopying will only be done one page per copy.
• Photocopying will be done by library staff only, as time permits. No requests will
be completed within 15 minutes of closing
• No more than 10% of any printed item will be copied. Additional restrictions may
apply to some materials’ based upon copyright law and prior donor agreements.
• No more than 10% or 100 pages, whichever less, will be copied from any
manuscript collection, additional restrictions may apply to some materials, based
upon copyright law and prior donor agreement.
• Permission to copy photocopy does not constitute permission to publish all users
(teaching and other staff) must fill out a letter of indemnification to obtain
copies/reproductions. Forms will be located at different Heads of Departments.
• Students are allowed to make copies in the library at a fee. All monies must be
paid at the reception and a receipt be presented to the library staff who will then
make copies.
What can be copied?
• Memorial library materials
• Books
• Journals
• Newspapers
Photocopying should be done in such a way that it comply with the Copyright Act.
Copyright
These policies of information, guidelines and policy documents have been compiled
as a reference guide for the school, students, staff and administrators to help answer
everyday questions about the use and reproduction of copyrighted materials and to
provide information about the school policy as it applies to the photocopying and
reproduction of copyrighted materials in various formats. It offers guidance about
what copying is permissible and appropriate in the context of higher education in
general and in the context of South Africa in particular. It should not be used as a
substitute for sound legal advice.
The library views both liberal and professional education as integral to its mission
and believes that all study which teaches students to think prepares them for earning
a living as well as living a full life. This commitment to liberal arts, professional
studies and teaching includes a commitment to comply with all the laws regarding
intellectual property. This commitment also includes the full exercise of the rights
accorded to users of copyrighted works under Fair Use” provision of federal copyright
law
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The purpose of copyright
The primary purpose of the copyright law is to foster the creation and dissemination
of intellectual works for the public welfare. Copyright is a constitutionally conceived
property right, which is designed to promote the progress of science and the useful
arts by securing for an author the benefits of his or her original work of authorship for
a limited time. The copyright law attempts to balance the right of copyright owners
with those of the users. In order to encourage the production of creative works, the
copyright law provides incentive for the creators by granting them exclusive rights to
reproduce and distribute their work.
Books and Periodicals
The Classroom Guidelines allow a teacher to distribute photocopied materials to
students in a class, without obtaining prior permission to make multiple copies from
the copyright owner, under the following conditions:
• The distribution of the same photocopied material does not occur every semester:
• Only one copy is distributed to each student and that copy becomes the student’s
property;
• The material includes a copyright notice on the first page of the photocopied
material at no charge is made for the copy beyond the actual cost of reproduction.
Internet Usage
To fulfill its mission of providing access to information of all types in a wide range of
formats, the library provides access to Internet resources. The Internet offers too
many valuable local, national and international resources of information. However,
some of the information found on the Internet may be inaccurate. Incomplete, dated,
or offensive to some individuals A good information consumer must evaluate the
validate and appropriateness of the information found.
Access by Minors
Parents or legal guardians must assume responsibility for deciding which library
resources are appropriate for their own children. The Library staff or IT Administrator
should guide the children in the use of the Internet and inform them about materials
they should not use.
Illegal use of the Internet is prohibited Library users may not use the Internet access
to view, print, distribute, display, send or receive images, text or graphics of obscene
material that violates laws relating to child pornography. Library users may not
disseminate, exhibit or display to minors materials that are harmful to minors
Rules governing Use
Due to the limited resources available for provision of access to the Internet, the
Library may set limits, for example, on use of large files of still or moving images or
sound, or on downloading files in any medium.
The Library also reserves the right to limit the amount of time an individual user can
devote to a single session Students must comply with all applicable federal, state
and local laws, including laws governing the transmission arid dissemination of
information while accessing the Internet, and with all Library policies and procedures
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Users may not:
• View, print, distribute display, send or receive images, text or graphics of obscene
materials or material that violates laws relating to child pornography.
• Disseminates, exhibit, or display to minors materials that are harmful to minors,
• Use an Internet workstation to transmit threatening or harassing material,
• Engage in any activity that is deliberately offensive or creates an intimidating or
hostile environment
• Violate copyright or software licensing agreements
• Gain unauthorized access to any computing, information, or communications
devices or resources
• Damage, alter, or degrade computer equipment, peripherals, software, or
configurations
• Install software applications
• Use a workstation to conduct a business
Failure to comply
Failure to comply with the Internet Use Guide will result in a request from staff to
discontinue the activity. The continued violations will result in a request to leave the
library facility, and may lead to revocation of library privileges, including the right to
visit the building and grounds
Liabilities
The Thuto Lore Library assumes no responsibility for any damage, direct or indirect,
that users or anyone else may suffer through Library access to the Internet.
All libraries Internet users agree to hold the library harmless from any claims, losses,
damages, and obligations related to.
• Infringement of Copyright Laws governing the reproduction, distribution,
adaptation, public performance, and public display of copyrighted material
• The use and/or accuracy of information obtained from the Library’s electronic
information system
• Damage to non-library software or hardware resulting from viruses downloaded
via the Library’s Internet services.
User security
Users are entitled to pay a fee per semester in order to gain access to the Internet.
Users should be aware that the Internet is not a secure medium and that third parties
may be able to obtain information regarding users activities. However, the Library will
not release information on the use of specific internet resources by students except
as required by law or necessary for the proper operation of the Library.
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Compliance
The Library reserves the right to take appropriate action to ensure compliance with
this policy.
In general, the Library is guided by a commitment to access to information policies
that provide appropriate protections to its patrons while being consistent with the
Library’s longstanding commitment to the principles of free expression.
12. DISCIPLINARY CODE AND PROCEDURES
Disciplined behavior is essential for the successful achievement both to division and
the trainee’s objectives. It is the responsibility of the every staff member of the
institution to ensure the enforcement of discipline.
For discipline to be maintained, the trainees should know what constitutes
misconduct and the procedure, which will be followed when dealing with misconduct.
• Disciplinary action should be corrective as opposed to punitive, the aim being to
bring about a change in the behavior of trainees who have indulged in undesirable
actions, so that such trainees adhere willingly, through greater acceptance and
understanding, to standards of conduct and performance
• Punitive action should only he taken when prior and adequate corrective action
has proved ineffectual or when a first offence is very serious and or in deserting
cases.
• As far as is practicable, similar offences committed under similar circumstances
will be treated equally through similar disciplinary action.
Offences
Offences are divided into two categories i.e.
Serious Offences
The following would be subject to an inquiry, result in action against the trainee in the
form of dismissal from the school:
• Dishonesty
• Theft
• Found in bounds of prohibited areas as per Campus Regulations
• Cheating in tests and, or examinations
• Misuse of Institute property for private purpose (which is theft)
• Any action that can be construed as dishonesty
• Any attempt to commit any of the above.
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Dangerous and criminal acts
The following actions endangering the lives, health and safety of staff, guests or
other trainees:
• Willful damage to the Institutes property and or equipment, the property of other
trainees or the property of guests
• Flagrant disregard to safety standard.
• Fighting, assault, or attempted assault.
• Refusal to obey legitimate and lawful instructions given by a member of the
divisional staff.
• Persistent misconduct following on two (2) previous written warnings for the same
or substantially the same form of misconduct.
• Bringing and / or using drugs on the school premises (excluding prescription
drugs).
Other offences
These usually consist of breaches of general discipline resulting in ordinary
disciplinary action. It is to be noted that the list of offences set out is by no means
exhaustive and serve only as an illustration:
• Absence from the school without prior notice or permission,
• Late coming and poor time keeping,
• Being under the influence of liquor or drugs,
• Buying, selling, being in possession of and/or consuming liquor on the school
premises,
• Disorderly behavior on school premises including excessive noise making,
• Being disrespectful towards guests, staff and fellow students.
Disciplinary Actions & Measures
There are four basic methods of disciplinary action, which can be taken against
trainees in order to severity these are:
• Verbal Warning
• Written Warning
• Final Written Warning
• Dismissal from the institution.
Verbal warning
In the case of minor offences, a Campus Manager should hold an informal
disciplinary inquiry with the trainee, which may result in a verbal warning. A written
record of this warning should be kept for six (6) months.
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Written Warning and Final Written Warning
• If the verbal warning fails, the Campus Manager should give the trainee a formal
written warning.
• A repetition of wrongful behavior or a more serious offence can result in final
written warning.
• A written warning shall be valid for a period of six (6) months, where after the
trainee will revert to a clear record.
• All written warnings will be recorded on a disciplinary from which will be placed on
the trainees file. A copy of the disciplinary form will be sent to the trainees parents
or guardian
Summary dismissal from the institution(s)
• When in the management’s opinion a series of verbal and or written warning given
for minor misconduct have not been effected, or
• When a trainee is alleged to have committed a major misconduct, the Institute
must, before taking disciplinary action, hold a formal inquiry.
The Formal Disciplinary Inquiry Process
The following principles should be observed at that inquiry:
• The inquiry should be held as soon as possible after the event, provided that a
reasonable time is allowed for the trainee to prepare for his/her defense.
• The trainee may if necessary, be suspended prior to, during or pending the
outcome of the inquiry
Normally presents at the inquiry are:
• The chairperson of the inquiry (The Chairperson must and cannot not be
complainant)
• The accused,
• A trainee representative, unless the accused does not require representation. The
representative should be a fellow trainee and no legal representative is allowed.
• The interpreter (if necessary),
• The complainant.
At the start of the inquiry the chairperson should read out and explain the misconduct
under inquiry. The chairperson should ask the accused if he/she understands the
complaint and if so whether he/she pleads guilty or not guilty. The trainee rights at
the inquiry are to:
• Have an interpreter if requested,
• Have representation by a fellow trainee of his/her own choice, if requested,
• Have the opportunity to confer with representative, at reasonable times before
during and after the inquiry,
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• Question the complainant and witnesses during the inquiry, either himself/herself
or through his representative,
• Give evidence himself /herself (he/she cannot be compelled to do so) to call
witnesses to give evidence and to argue either himself herself or through his/her
representative on the question of whether the misconduct occurred,
• Give evidence himself/herself to call witnesses to give evidence and to argue
either himself/herself or through his/her representative in mitigation of disciplinary
action.
Outcome of disciplinary processes
After hearing all sides of the case, the chairperson must decide whether the alleged
misconduct was committed or not and if so, on the action to be taken. The action
taken should be in line with this Disciplinary Code and Procedures and thus with
previous decisions involving the same or Series of verbal and Or written warning
given for minor misconduct have not been effected or substantially the same
circumstances. The outcome of the inquiry may include:
• Exoneration,
• A verbal warning,
• A written warning or
• Dismissal.
The trainee will be allowed an opportunity to mitigate on the severity of the penalty.
Right of appeal
Students have the right to appeal against a dismissal to the next level of
management above that of the chairperson such appeal to be lodged within three (3)
working days of the decision to dismiss.
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13. PENALTIES FOR CONTRAVENTION OF RULES AND REGULATIONS
In the event of a student or a group of students contravening any of these Rules and
Regulations:
• Written warnings may be issued by the following: Rector, members of
Management and Heads of Department – a maximum of two written warning will
be issued;
• Warnings issued to trainees will be copied to the Rector, members of
Management and the Heads of Department.
• In the case of serious offence, the Rector may dismiss a student without previous
warnings.
• In the case of a student refuting a warning letter or suspension, an appeal may be
lodged according to appeals procedures of the Rules and Regulations.
• If a student suspended on disciplinary ground does not lodge an appeal within
seven (7) days from the date of suspension, he automatically forfeits his place in
the institution.
• Students are required to conduct themselves in a way, which does not bring the
name of the institutes into disrepute.
• For the guidance of students, and without derogating from the generality of this
rule, the following examples of unbecoming or disputable conduct are given.
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14. DECLARATION
By signing this agreement I declare that, I the undersigned:
Name and Surname: __________________________________________ will
respect and uphold the ethos of the Hotel School and that I:
•
•

Will familiarize myself with the Students’ Code of Conduct and General Campus
Rules & Regulations and strive to incorporate its principles in my daily conduct,
Will abide by the Dress Code of the Institution,

•

Will familiarize myself with all the Rules and Regulations of the Hostel/Student
Residence,

•

Will familiarize myself with all the Academic Rules and Regulations that applies to
my course,

•

Will familiarize myself with the Library Rules, Policies and Regulations,

•

Understand the OHS regulations and requirements of the Institution,

•

Understand and accept that my fees are payable in advance and that the Institute
reserves the right to exclude me from attending lectures should I fail to do so,

•

Furthermore accept responsibility for all attorney/client charges, as well as for all
collection, commission and other costs, that may result from my account
becoming overdue and having to he handed over for collection,

•

Acknowledge that I may be excluded from lecturers, tests and/ or examinations
should I fail to attend at least 80% of my Lectures,

•

Absolve the Institute from any financial liability that may arise from my inability to
continue my studies, irrespective whether it is due to illness, injury or death,
except in the event of negligence on the part of the institute or its bearers,

•

Have furnished the Institute with truthful and accurate information as recorded on
the relevant documentation.

___________________________________
Signature of student
Date: _______________________________
Witness:
Signature: ____________________________
Name: ________________________________
Designations: ___________________________
Date: __________________________________
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